
 

How to Overcome Writer's Block If you've ever been plagued with writer's block, you'll know it's no laughing matter--it can
impede your writing for days, weeks, or even months. While it's tempting to just ignore the problem and hope that it goes away,
writer's block is one of those pests that requires active extermination. The following are some ways to overcome it. As with
many blocks to creativity, writer's block often stems from fear of failure or rebellion against authority or rules. Writer's block
can be overcome by attacking the cause of this fear. If you are afraid of what your boss will say about your novel-in-progress,
tell your boss! Discussing your project with someone impartial may be just what you need to get back on track. If you're writing
something that requires a certain kind of voice or style, take a break and read some books that employ that style. It's often a
good idea to read a book by the same author as you're writing a book. Laying out your project in context by doing a quick
comparison will make it easier to grasp the style of the writer and improve your own work. Although many writers find that
waiting until they have something worth sharing is their biggest obstacle, sometimes it's just not possible to have something
worth sharing until you finish writing it. This is where the "dilution" technique comes in handy. Start with a body of work that
you're completely happy with and delete every passage or part of a passage that you don't like. Recolor or change almost
everything, except for those passages or parts you really enjoy. In the end, you'll have a work that is entirely your own and not a
mishmash of other people's writing. Writer's block can sometimes be overcome by simply going outside for a walk. Writer's
block strikes when we're in a stale environment and when we don't have something to do. Going for a walk in nature or by the
ocean can be a way to refresh yourself, clear your mind, and get back on track when you're suffering from writer's block. If
you're suffering from writer's block when it comes to telling your story in full detail but don't know where to start, try taking
notes while watching TV or listening to music. You may find that you start to notice small details during your daily routine that
can be integrated into your writing. Creating something from nothing is every artist's dream, but for many writers it's also their
biggest nightmare. Writer's block happens when you feel like you're the only person in the world who knows how to write, or
worse, you've lost your grip completely and can't figure out what happened. The trick to overcoming writer's block is
recognizing it for what it is--a mental spasm--and treating it accordingly. If you've come up with an idea that you want to
explore further, don't just bash your head against the keyboard until inspiration strikes again.
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